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This research outlines a pragmatic approach that should be used
to get an overall measurement of how much energy a data center
is consuming. Without a practical measurement methodology,
users will waste money and operate the center at suboptimal
levels.
Key Findings
• Measuring data center energy consumption at the building level can be a complex
exercise (depending on the age, design and use of the building); it requires a careful
breakdown of the cooling component.
• Continuous power utilization efficiency (PUE) readings will become the norm for most new
large data centers.
• Rack-level energy measurement is relatively straightforward, and all users should be doing
that now.

Recommendations
• Measure energy across IT hardware (server, networking or storage box), racks and
electrical facilities to get an accurate approximation of the total energy used in the data
center.
• Accurately measure the data-center-only, building-level cooling-energy usage, because it
accounts for more than 40% of the data center’s energy consumption.
• Use the energy management software tools available on the hardware components
(servers, storage boxes, networking equipment, etc.) to measure and model IT component
energy use.
• Feed the energy usage data from IT components (servers, storage boxes, networking
equipment, etc.) into broader data center infrastructure management (DCIM) tools to gain
an accurate usage model of energy consumption across the entire site.
• Where internal private clouds are being developed, start measuring virtual machine (VM)
energy usage as a key component to allocating energy consumption.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING ASSUMPTION

4. Racks

By 2015, 80% of new large data centers will report continuous PUE
readings.

5. IT hardware (server, networking, storage box, etc.)

ANALYSIS

6. VM

The data center power, cooling and energy supply, and cost
problems are likely to worsen during the next few years, because
organizations will grow their technology infrastructures as they
come out of this recessionary period. Energy-related costs account
for approximately 12% of overall data center costs and are the
fastest-rising cost. Moreover, with a more than 5% growth of
server shipments per year during the next two years, organizations
need to “forcefully” control their energy consumption and costs.
To manage the problems, data center operators need to measure
energy-related data across the whole site, including the building,
the facilities components and the IT equipment portfolio.
Gartner has written about emerging DCIM software tools, which
will enable users to start doing this. “DCIM: Going Beyond IT”
explains this concept, and “The Benefits of an Integrated Energy
Management Software Approach” explains how such an approach
may work.
Despite the availability of these tools and a body of experts
and consultants working on this topic, Gartner continues to get
calls from users asking the simple question, “Where is the best
place to measure the energy in my data center?” The problem
is compounded by the fact that there is a theoretical or ideal set
of measurements that will give a comprehensive set of energy
readings across the entire site; however, for many users, this will be
information overload. What’s needed is a breakdown of the ideal
model into a pragmatic approach that will give sufficient information
for most operational and planning purposes. This research first
shows an idealized approach by outlining the six areas where
energy could be measured. It then prioritizes these areas to give a
more-practical approach that users should adopt.
The Ideal Approach to Data Center Energy Management
To get a comprehensive, accurate and real-time record of the
energy used in data centers, users need to measure across six
areas:
1. Building

These six key areas are shown in Figure 1.
By measuring across these areas, data centers operators can
obtain a highly detailed, comprehensive and, in most cases, realtime usage picture of the energy that is being consumed across
the whole site. This will mean that the energy that’s coming into
a data center can be allocated to major data center components,
such as facilities, buildings, IT, etc. This can then be used for future
planning, allocating scarce capacity, such as space or cooling
and appropriate financial (chargeback or simple cost allocation)
resources.
However, this is a “perfect world” scenario, and, for most
organizations, it will neither be necessary nor possible to measure
across all six areas. This may be because of cost or technical
limitations of the site; furthermore, depending on the tools used,
there will probably be some overlap when measuring across all
six areas. Hence, we recommend prioritizing these areas and
developing a pragmatic approach.

The Pragmatic Approach to Data Center Energy
Management
A practical implementation of the above ideal approach is shown in
Figure 2. The six areas are prioritized and divided into three main
segments.
Energy measurement across (1) IT hardware (server, networking or
storage box), (2) racks and (3) electrical facilities should be done
immediately. This will be sufficient for most data center needs.
Energy measurements across (4) data center building facilities
and (5) data center buildings will be necessary mainly for hosting
providers that want to charge customers specifically for energy
usage. Measurement across (6) VMs will happen during the next
four or more years. They will become relevant when users want
to examine the energy associated with a workload and when that
workload is running in a separate VM. Each area is discussed
below.

2. Electrical facilities
3. Building facilities
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Figure 1. The Ideal Approach to Data Center Energy Management
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Figure 2. The Pragmatic Approach to Data Center Energy Management
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4
Readings That Should Be Taken During the Next 18
Months
IT Hardware (Server, Networking or Storage Component)
Users need to measure the energy at the individual IT physical
device or hardware levels to get an accurate measurement of the
energy that is being used by that device. This refers to servers,
networking devices, storage systems and subcomponents, such as
routers, switches, etc. Most of the energy at this stage goes into
the servers, and these components have the most-sophisticated
energy management tools built in. The servers and the workloads
running on them will become the most important energy
management components during the next few years.
Hence, it’s reasonable for users to focus on the servers only at
this stage (the energy used by the other hardware components
could be picked up at the rack level). A common-sense approach
needs to be deployed with reference to the subcomponents,
because it may not make sense to measure the energy across all
the hundreds of devices. On the other hand, many of the newer
devices have built-in monitoring technology, and this should be
used where appropriate.
In blade systems, the hardware vendors have typically developed
software tools that provide energy readings at the individual blade
level. For example, the IBM PowerExecutive solution is available
for IBM BladeCenter and System x servers. It enables direct power
monitoring through IBM Director. HP’s Insight Software suite of
products does the same for HP hardware. Alternatively, vendors
such as nLyte, Emerson and 1E provide vendor-agnostic software
tools.
Measuring energy at the component level provides some key
benefits. It enables users to compare the energy efficiency of
different IT hardware components, as they are actually used in the
organization’s own data centers. This moves away from relying
purely on vendor data for component energy usage information and
provides an opportunity to compare a usage-based vendor with a
vendor benchmark (where similar devices from different vendors are
used). Measuring which devices use the least amounts of energy
is also pivotal to energy-based chargeback, and, although most
organizations will not operate in this way for a number of years,
it’s useful to start collecting the data now. One other advantage of
measuring energy data at the IT component level is that is provides
an accurate cost-of-energy reading for a hardware device over
its useful lifetime. This is valuable when users upgrade hardware
and want to understand the total cost of ownership (TCO) of the
devices.

Rack
As the energy in the data center comes into the rack, a reading
of the energy should be taken. This is generally considered to be
the first point at which energy in a data center can be associated
specifically with the IT equipment housed in the rack. Most of the
rack suppliers, such as Rittal, Schneider, Dataracks, Orion, etc.,
now have some form on intelligent power strip on the rack that will
provide an energy reading. Moreover, suppliers such as Raritan
have intelligent power distribution units that provide intelligent, racklevel power management solutions. The hardware vendors, such as
Dell, IBM and HP, have software tools built into their specific racks
that provide a rack-level understanding of the energy being used.
Also, as users start to deploy vertically integrated, fabric-based
solutions, measuring energy at the rack level will give useful energy
readings for the whole stack.
In essence, picking up the energy readings at the rack level is
not too difficult and is being made easier by various built-in tools.
Users should be actively taking these readings at the inlet of their IT
systems.

Electrical Facilities
When energy comes into a data center, it is generally split into
the electrical facilities components and the building facilities
components. In this section, the energy that goes into the
core electrical facilities components is examined. These
components include transformers, power distribution units (PDUs),
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), cables, switches, etc.
Measuring the energy at this level is important to get the overall
data center usage model and is required to get a PUE reading.
Many have these components have built-in meters, so the readings
can be exported into a central repository.
Although, measuring energy at this level will typically require
the help and support of the facilities team, it has two distinct
advantages. First, the overall electrical distribution at the point at
which energy comes into the data center will typically be designed
with a degree of redundancy — for example, an N+1 or a 2N
approach. This means that readings will have to be taken at each
of the redundant component levels to achieve a high degree of
accuracy. The second advantage deals with the fact that each of
the components will have built-in inefficiencies, which are typically
workload-based.
By measuring the energy consumed on a continuous basis across
these devices, users will be able to get a clear picture of some
significant pieces of information. For example, they will be able to
see how the device inefficiencies change with workload. Hence, if
a PDU is running at a range of between 40% and 70%, continuous
readings of energy mapped onto the workload of the data center
will show what level of workload generates the highest levels of
electrical efficiency in the PDU. Although this will probably not lead
to any changes in the way the data center is run, it will provide
valuable information for PDU upgrades or designs of a new data
center for the company.

5
Readings More Appropriate for Data Center
Operators and Hosting Companies
Data Center Building Facilities
The building facilities components include lighting, fire suppression,
generator and, of course, the cooling components. Measuring the
energy used here will provide useful data, because cooling is such
a large consumer of data center energy (as much as 40% of the
total energy used). In a building where the data center is shared
with office space, specific and accurate measurement is key. For
example, if cooling is shared across the whole building, and a
proportion goes into the data center/machine room, then difficulties
arise in accurate measurement.
Depending on the cooling system, it may be possible to measure
the energy as the computer room air conditioning (CRAC) level. If
this is not possible, then some apportionment of energy will have
to be made. However, if this done, it will be difficult to determine
how energy usage and cost vary with workload and with users in
a shared environment. In general, we suggest metering to pick live
data, rather than apportionment. With lighting and fire suppression
systems, apportioning usage may be the appropriate because,
based on client conversations, they typically form less than 5% of
the total energy used. In new data centers, all of these components
should be metered from the outset, and the data should be fed into
a dashboard.

Data Center Building
For some data center operators, it may be important to measure
the total energy coming into the data center. This is particularly
true for large hosting companies that want to apportion all their
energy costs to their tenants. This energy measurement may
sound like a straightforward exercise: simply stick a power meter
at the inlet point and the measurement is done. However, it can
be a little more complex than that. If the data center is a separate,
purpose-built site and all the energy coming in is used solely for
the data center, then a simple measurement at the inlet point(s) is
generally sufficient. However, if the data center is part of a building
that houses other parts of the business (offices, canteens, gyms,
etc.), the electrical network may have been designed to share
components, such as lighting and cooling.
A general facilities section of the building may provide cooling for
the whole building, and a portion of that cooling may be used by
the data center (machine room). In this case, a number of readings
may have to be taken to get an accurate figure. The power coming
into the data center still needs to be measured and recorded;
however, a reading will also need to be taken or calculated for the
proportion of energy used specifically for cooling (and possibly
lighting, although this may not be a material number) in the data
center. This will be added to the inlet electricity reading. Together,
these figures will give a picture of the total amount of energy
coming into the data center.

The problem is that, to get real-time PUE readings, the energy for
cooling has to be measured on a real-time basis, rather than a oneoff proportional allocation. This may require installing some meters
in older buildings, and new buildings should be designed to get
accurate and continuous readings. Vendors such as Panduit and
Schneider (TAC) have solutions that can be used.

Readings More Appropriate to a Workload-Based
Approach
VM
Most of the energy readings taken at the five points outlined above
relate to IT hardware and facilities devices. What will ultimately be
useful is associating energy in a data center to the workload for
which the energy is used. Measuring energy at the VM level is the
first step toward achieving this. Although users can estimate this
value or use a proxy, such as dividing the total energy consumed
by a server by the number of VMs, actual readings will become
critical during the next few years. As a result, tools are becoming
available from vendors such as VMware and 1E. However, most
user processes remain too immature to take advantage of at this
time..
During the next five years, the increased use of virtualization,
the problems of VM sprawl and the growth of cloud services
will begin to move users to this approach to data center energy
measurement. As software as a service (SaaS) becomes available
across a range of highly virtualized hardware devices, measuring
across VMs will become increasingly important in understanding
how energy is distributed across different workloads.
Measuring energy across the data center is a complex, but
increasingly necessary activity. A number of vendors are competing
in this DCIM space, and users are beginning to adopt their
technologies. Here, the six ideal areas for measuring that energy
have been prioritized into a more-practical scenario. We advise
users to adopt this pragmatic approach and start measuring energy
usage across their sites.

